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The oxidation of aromatic compounds in the troposphere substantially contributes to the formation of O3 and
secondary aerosol on a regional scale. Nevertheless, the initial stages of aromatic oxidation remain poorly
understood. In this work, we present a quantitative analysis of previous experimental measurements relevant
to atmospheric benzene oxidation. Using results from G3X(MP2), G3X(MP2)-RAD, CASSCF, and CASPT2
electronic structure theory, we have performed master equation (ME) calculations examining the kinetics of
the benzene-OH adduct in the presence of O2. Our results show the system to be complicated, with four
isomers that may be formed following O2 addition giving rise to multiple decay time scales of the benzene-
OH adduct. We have examined the available experimental data in line with our findings and performed a
sensitivity analysis of the agreement between the experimental and calculated kinetics with respect to
uncertainties in the calculated stationary point energies. Our mechanism gives a phenol yield of 0.55 to 0.65,
with the remainder giving a cis bridged bicyclic peroxy radical. Under atmospheric conditions, the epoxide
yield is small. Distinct from the TST approaches and free energy surfaces available in previous studies, analysis
of our ME results shows that several of the reactions occurring in this system are not at the high-pressure
limit in the atmosphere.

Introduction

Volatile aromatic compounds are significant contributors to
pollution and ozone formation in the troposphere. Houweling
et al. have estimated that they make up 10% of nonmethane
global anthropogenic VOC emissions,1 mostly from car exhaust
and solvent usage, and other estimates are larger.2 However,
they likely account for a much larger fraction of the tropospheric
O3 production than their mass emissions alone would suggest
because of their high O3-forming potential. For an air mass
typical of northwest Europe, Derwent et al. estimated that
aromatic species may be responsible for up to 30% of O3

formation.3 Besides the fact that high concentrations of O3 have
been shown to have an adverse affect on human health and
vegetation,4 there are other aspects of tropospheric aromatic
oxidation that may impact human health. For example, benzene
is a known carcinogen,5 and some of the proposed degradation
products in aromatic oxidation have toxic and mutagenic
properties.6 Aromatic oxidation processes have also been
identified to contribute to secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
formation.2,7 The impact of aerosol formation is a significant
uncertainty in climate change models, and recent research has
provided increasing evidence linking fine particulate matter to
deleterious effects on human health and premature deaths.8

Despite the significance of tropospheric aromatic oxidation
to air quality models and associated consequences for human
health, the detailed mechanism of aromatic oxidation is poorly
understood.4,9 For example, the Master Chemical Mechanism
(MCMv3.1),4,9-11 which is an atmospheric chemistry model that
provides the most explicit representation of the constituent
reactions involved in aromatic oxidation, is unable to describe

key experimental observations in smog chamber studies: it
significantly overestimates ozone formation and underestimates
OH production.4 Because of the lack of fundamental mechanistic
understanding, many mechanisms used for modeling aromatic
atmospheric chemistry deploy parametrized aromatic VOC
oxidation chemistry that has been fitted to experimental data
sets.12 Clearly, a more fundamental understanding of the
elementary reactions involved in the gas-phase atmospheric
oxidation of aromatic species is desirable. An understanding of
the reaction mechanism should also help to identify intermedi-
ates significant to SOA formation.13,14

Several previous experimental and theoretical studies have
been carried out to unravel the elementary reactions involved
in aromatic oxidation. Many experimental studies have focused
on the more reactive aromatic hydrocarbons such as toluene
and xylene.7,13,15-19 These studies are complicated because of
difficulties in the direct observation of the highly reactive
intermediates formed during the oxidation. Electronic structure
theory investigations of these systems are similarly difficult
because of the size of the system, the large number of isomeric
reaction paths available, and non-negligible multireference
character of the molecular wave functions.

Given the aforementioned difficulties, the study presented
herein addresses the simplest aromatic system: benzene. The
tropospheric oxidation of benzene is initiated exclusively
through reaction with OH5,20 to give a benzene-OH adduct,
C6H6-OH, under atmospheric conditions21-24

O2 may then reversibly add to the C6H6-OH adduct to give a
peroxy radical, ·RO2. Recent experimental work by Koch et
al.15 has shown that the benzene-OH adduct exclusively reacts
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OH + C6H6 a C6H6-OH (R1)
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with O2 and that reaction with NO2 is negligible under
atmospheric conditions

Previously obtained experimental kinetics traces22,25-27 for
C6H6-OH show an equilibrium, which has been attributed to
reaction R2; however, these studies have confirmed that the
observed kinetics traces for C6H6-OH cannot be solely
explained by reaction R2. Analysis of the decay traces suggests
an irreversible loss from the equilibrium: either an irreversible
reaction of C6H6-OH with O2 or an irreversible unimolecular
reaction of RO2

In addition to investigations of the kinetics of benzene oxidation,
product measurements have identified both glyoxal and phenol
as primary products in benzene oxidation.5,20,28-30 The proposed
products of reactions R3 and R4 are phenol + HO2 and a
bicyclic species featuring an O-O peroxide bridge, respectively.
The latter offers a potential route to glyoxal formation.2 Previous
semiempirical and B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d)
studies of reactions R1-R4 have been undertaken by both Lay
et al.31 and Tonachini and coworkers.6,32,33 While these studies
are useful for providing a qualitative mapping of the benzene
oxidation potential energy surface, B3LYP and semiempirical
PM3 energies are generally not sufficiently accurate for
investigating quantitative agreement between experimental data
and kinetics modeling.34 Indeed, the inaccuracies of the energies
calculated in the above studies have been noted by Bohn and
Zetzsch,22 who point out that the enthalpy change of reaction
R2 calculated by Lay et al.31 and Ghigo and Tonachini32 disagree
by 40 kJ mol-1, with the semiempirical energy of Lay et al.
giving better agreement with their experiments. Tonachini and
coworkers6,32,33 proposed that ·RO2 reacts with NO to give NO2,
followed by ring-opening; however, considering that the pseudo-
first-order loss rate of C6H6-OH and the ·RO2 species in air
has been shown to be ∼1000-2000 s-1, this mechanism would
require atmospheric [NO] of greater than 1 ppm, and is therefore
unlikely under atmospheric conditions.22,25 Therefore, the theo-
retical studies mentioned above have not produced a reaction
mechanism for the OH-initiated oxidation of benzene that
quantitatively accounts for the experimentally observed kinetics
and product yields.20,25,29

Raoult et al. investigated the initial stages of the benzene
oxidation process in a combined experimental and theoretical
study.25 These workers measured the kinetic decay of C6H6-OH
and obtained results in agreement with those obtained by Bohn
and Zetzsch.22 They carried out transition-state theory (TST)
calculations for reactions R2, R3, and a few select R4 channels
utilizing a CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) model chem-
istry for stable species and their own intrinsic method (IM) for
transition states.

Starting with reaction R1, the mechanism proposed by Raoult
et al. is as follows

where ortho-trans and ortho-cis indicate the position of O2 with
respect to OH. The TST rate coefficients calculated by these
authors give kinetic traces of C6H6-OH in good agreement with
those measured experimentally; however, their forward rate
coefficient for reaction R6 is ∼2 orders of magnitude larger
than that of reaction R7, such that reactions R5 and R6 dominate
reaction R7. Because the rate coefficient for RO2(ortho-trans)
isomerization to give a bicyclic oxidation product is substantially
smaller than the rate at which RO2(ortho-cis) undergoes the same
isomerization process, Raoult et al. note that their mechanism
does not give an appreciable yield of the bicyclic oxidation
product.

A mechanism that does not readily account for a high yield
of a bicyclic species makes it difficult to rationalize the
formation of experimentally observed dicarbonyl products such
as glyoxal. In this work, we have revisited the mechanism for
the initial stages of benzene oxidation using single and multi-
reference electronic structure theory calculations performed at
a higher level than those previously reported. We have calculated
several stationary points on the PES for reactions R5-R8 using
three different model chemistries: G3X(MP2),35 G3X(MP2)-
RAD,36 and multireference second-order perturbation theory37,38

using a complete active space (CAS) wave function. Using the
energy-grained master equation (ME) in an approach similar
to that described in recent work,39-42 we have calculated rate
coefficients, time-dependent species profiles, and product branch-
ing ratios. Additionally, we have performed a sensitivity analysis
of our stationary point energies with respect to the available
experimental data.

Utilizing our PES calculations, we find the system to be
substantially more complex than previous workers have sup-
posed, with different isomers formed on different time scales,
giving rise to complex multiexponential time traces. We have
reinterpreted the available experimental data in accord with our
findings and show that within the error limits of the model
chemistries utilized, agreement between our model and the
reinterpreted experimental data is good, providing evidence for
a mechanism going via a cis bicyclic ring. In addition, our ME
model suggests that not all of the reactions in this system are
at the high-pressure limit at atmospheric pressure. This is a
particularly interesting feature of this system because the free
energy surfaces calculated in the work of Tonachini and
coworkers, and the TST rate constants calculated by Raoult et
al. both assume that Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics dominate
the reaction dynamics; that is, the system is at its high-pressure
limit at atmospheric pressure.

Methods

I. Electronic Structure Calculations. The shortcomings of
DFT energies for obtaining the sort of PES accuracy required
for investigating quantitative agreement between kinetics cal-
culations and experimental data were discussed above. Another
complication relevant to a theoretical investigation of this system
is the substantial multireference character of the wave function.
Many of the structures in this work have nonequivalent resonance
structures and significant delocalization of the valence electrons.
As discussed by Tonachini and coworkers6,32,33 and Raoult et al.,25

C6H6-OH+O2 a RO2 (R2)

C6H6-OH+O2 f products (R3)

·RO2 f products (R4)

·C6H6-OH + O2 f phenol + HO2 (R5)

·C6H6-OH + O2 a ·RO2(ortho-trans) (R6)

·C6H6-OH + O2 a ·RO2(ortho-cis) (R7)

·RO2 f products (R8)
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these effects are particularly important for transition-state (TS)
structures on the benzene-OH + O2 PES, with several of these
structures having significant spin contamination in unrestricted
calculations. For restricted closed-shell Hartree-Fock (RHF) or
restricted open-shell HF (ROHF) wave functions, the use of a single
determinant wave function to calculate TS energies often fails to
account for electron delocalization, leading to an overprediction
of barrier heights.25,36,43,44

Complete basis set (CBS) CCSD(T) extrapolations on a
system of this size are not presently feasible, and similar to
recent theoretical work carried out by Klippenstein and cowork-
ers on cyclohexyl + O2, we utilize a member of the Gn family
of methods. The goal of the G3X method is to approximate a
QCISD(T)/G3XL model chemistry, where G3XL refers to the
G3XLarge basis set, which is a 6-311+G(3d2fg,2df) Pople
basis.35 In the G3X(MP2) method, geometry optimizations are
carried out at the B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) model chemistry, and a
series of single-point post-SCF energy calculations are carried
out on the DFT geometry. For molecules that feature atoms no
larger than those in the second row, the G3X(MP2) zero-point
energy is determined as follows

where ∆E (CC) is a correction for correlation effects beyond
fourth-order perturbation theory, ∆E(MP2) is a correction for
the differences introduced by the much larger G3MP2L basis
set with respect to the 6-31G(d) basis, and ∆E(G3XLarge) is a
correction for larger basis set effects beyond G3MP2L. E(HLC)
is the higher level correction, which has been optimized to give
the best possible agreement between the calculations and the
data included in the G3/99 test set.46 The zero-point energy
correction, E(ZPE), is determined by scaling the calculated
B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) frequencies by 0.9854. All G3X(MP2)
calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 03 program
suite,45 and all stationary points were visualized with Gauss-
View.47 All of the TS geometries reported in this work are saddle
points with one negative frequency. In those cases where
inspection of the normal mode displacement vector correspond-
ing to the reaction coordinate was ambiguous, an intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC) calculation was carried out to map
the minima on either side of the TS.

For open-shell species, the G3X(MP2) protocol indicates that
the post HF calculations in eq E1 feature an unrestricted HF
(UHF) calculation. Whereas UHF wave functions allow electron
delocalization with respect to the ROHF wave function, they
do not rigorously conserve spin symmetry and may be con-
taminated by higher spin states that can affect the calculated
energies.48 The G3X(MP2)-RAD model chemistry is a variant
of G3X(MP2) theory designed for open-shell species in those
cases where spin contamination in the UHF G3X(MP2) wave
function suggests that the calculated energies may not be
reliable.36 For all post-SCF calculations, the G3X(MP2)-RAD
method replaces the UHF wave function with a restricted open-
shell HF (ROHF) calculation. The QCISD(T) calculation is
replaced by a UCCSD-ROHF calculation, available in Molpro.49

All UMP2/ROHF calculations were carried out using G03.
For the multireference results that we report, all CASSCF

calculations were carried out using the cc-pVDZ basis set of
Dunning,50 which was the largest that our computational
facilities would permit. CASSCF geometry optimizations were
followed by frequency calculations, and the displacement vector
corresponding to the negative eigenvalue was inspected to verify

that TSs did indeed connect the minima indicated. For all of
the CASSCF calculations, the natural orbitals obtained from
diagonalization of the electron density matrix were visualized
using MOLDEN51 to ensure that the active space remained
consistent for all geometries. For each orbital included in the
active space, the natural orbital occupation numbers obtained
from the diagonalization of the electron density matrix ranged
between 0.02 and 1.98.48 Dynamical electron correlation was
recovered using multireference Rayleigh-Schrodinger second-
order perturbation theory (henceforth, CASPT2).37,38 In the
CASPT2 calculations, all electron excitations were considered
within the CASSCF active space. The electrons residing in all
other occupied orbitals (not including the core orbitals) were
correlated through single and double excitations. All multiref-
erence calculations were performed using the MOLPRO pro-
gram suite.49 Finally, apart from O2, which was calculated with
3Σg

- symmetry, the reported results feature wave functions with
no spatial symmetry.

II. Master Equation Calculations. The form of the energy-
grained ME used in this work has been described in detail
previously.52-54 The phase space for each isomer was divided
into energy grains with a width of 50 cm-1. Collisional energy
transfer in the grained phase space and interconversion between
species was described with a set of coupled differential
equations. Briefly, the form used in this work is

where p is the population vector containing the populations of
the energy grains for the ith isomer, ni(E), and M is the matrix
that determines population evolution due to collisional energy
transfer and reaction. Collisional energy transfer was described
using an exponential down model, parametrized with Lennard-
Jones parameters (given in the Supporting Information), and
the average downward energy transferred (<∆E>down ) 250
cm-1, typical of a N2 bath gas). Microcanonical RRKM rate
constants were calculated using vibrational harmonic oscillator
approximations and by treating all molecules as either 2D or
3D classical free rotors. The relevant molecular parameters are
given in the Supporting Information to this article.

The discretized matrix M was diagonalized, and the eigenpairs
were determined to give a solution of the form

where p(0) contains the initial conditions (i.e., t ) 0) for each
grain (i.e., niE(0)), U is the matrix of eigenvectors obtained from
diagonalization of M, and λ represents the corresponding
eigenvalues. Within our formulation of the ME, products are
represented using the infinite sink approximation. The normal-
ized time-dependent product concentration, P(t), is

If only one product channel is available, then eq E4 provides
information regarding the time-dependent product yield; how-
ever, when there are p products, the normalized yield of a
specific product at time t, Ppi(t), may be written as

E0[G3X(MP2)] ) MP4/6-31G(d) + ∆E(CC) + ∆E(MP2) +
∆E(G3XLarge) + E(HLC) + E(ZPE) (E1)

d
dt

p ) Mp (E2)

p ) UeλtU-1p(0) (E3)

P(t) ) 1 - ∑
i

∑
E

niE(t) dt (E4)
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where niE(t) is the time-dependent population of the energy
grains spanning the entire state space of the ith well obtained
from eq E3, and kpi(E) represents the microcanonical rate
constants for the formation of product p from isomer i.

To analyze the available experimental kinetics data, the
microcanonical information contained in the ME solution eq
E3 must be transformed to phenomenological rate coefficients,
and the procedure we use for doing so utilizes an eigenvector/
eigenvalue analysis similar to that described by Bartis and
Widom.53,55,56 All ME calculations and the eigenvalue-eigenvector
analysis were carried out using our recently developed MES-
MER program.57

Results and Discussion

I. Electronic Structure Calculations. There are four pos-
sible paths for the addition of O2 to the benzene-OH adduct:
cis or trans, and ortho or para. The G3X(MP2)-RAD stationary
points involved in the cis para (c-p), trans para (t-p), ortho cis
(c), and ortho trans (t) addition pathways are shown in Figure
1. Table 1 gives the corresponding G3X(MP2) and G3X(MP2)-
RAD energies, spin expectation values (<S2>), and T1/D1
diagnostics58 obtained from the UQCISD(T) and CCSD(T)
calculations. In Figure 1 and Table 1, all energies are referenced
to I2-c-ax. In all of the Figures, I denotes an intermediate and
TS denotes a transition state. I1 is the benzene-OH adduct, and
I2 represents isomers formed following the addition of O2 to
I1.

Inspection of Figure 1 shows two different cis ortho isomers:
I2-c-ax, wherein the O2 is in the axial position (denoted by ax),
and I2-c-eq, in which the O2 is equatorial (eq). I2-c-ax and
I2-c-eq may isomerize via TS-c(eq-ax), as shown in Figure 1.
Similarly, trans (t) addition of O2 gives two different isomers:
I2-t-ax may isomerize via TS-t(eq-ax) to give I2-t-eq. Also
shown in Figure 1 are the TSs for the formation of phenol +
HO2: TS1-HO2 is a direct abstraction of the hydrogen ipso to
OH, and TS3-HO2 is a concerted elimination of HO2 that is
only possible from I2-t-ax. The ortho addition channels give
more stable structures than para channels because of hydrogen
bonding between the O-O and the O-H. Apart from redisso-
ciation, there are no energetically accessible reaction paths
available to the para adducts; nevertheless, as will be shown
below, they may be important to the kinetics.

Isomerization pathways leading to bridged ring structures are
possible when O2 is in the axial position, and the possible rings
that may be formed are shown in Figure 1. If the OH position
is at carbon 1, bicyclic rings may be formed with O-O links
between carbons 2 and 6 (2,6), 2 and 3 (2,3), and 2 and 4 (2,4).
For both the cis and the trans pathways, the (2,6) pathway is
the most kinetically facile. Transition states and intermediates
corresponding to a hydrogen transfer that convert the peroxy
radical to an oxy hydroperoxide radical are also shown in the
Figure 1 and are denoted by OOH. As inspection of the
structures shown in the Figure 1 indicates, this transition state
is not available for I2-t-ax, wherein both the O2 and the OH
are situated axially. TS4-c is the transition state in which the
O-O bond in I3-c-2,6 breaks, leading to an epoxide. This
channel is further discussed below. We were unable to locate
an analogous TS from I3-t-2,6 for TS4-t, but given that

dissociation via TS3-HO2 dominates isomerization via TS3-t-
ax-2,6, subsequent reactions of I3-t-2,6 do not appear to be
significant.

Besides identifying several more isomers, the PES stationary
points shown in Figure 1 have two important differences with
respect to those calculated by Raoult et al. First, the entrance
barrier for cis addition of O2 is lower in energy than that for
trans addition. There are two different TS structures for the cis
addition. TS1-c(i) is lower in energy and has a geometry similar
to TS(B) located by Ghigo and Tonachini.32 Figure 2 shows
the relative energies of TS1-c(i) and TS1-c(ii) in a relaxed scan
about the torsional coordinate at the TS bond distance. On the
PES of Raoult et al., the barrier to cis addition is larger than
that for trans addition, almost certainly because the TS geometry
they located corresponds to TS1-c(ii). Second, Raoult et al.
reported that their calculated barrier for the concerted elimination
leading to HO2 + phenol was too high for it to be significant
(>83 kJ mol-1). Our calculations show this channel (TS3-HO2)
to have a substantially smaller barrier, and, as will be discussed
below, the calculations performed herein suggest that it may
compete with the direct abstraction via TS1-HO2.

The T1 and D1 diagnostics are designed to indicate the
reliability of a CCSD calculation. For closed-shell species, if
T1 < 0.02, then the CCSD(T) method is expected to give results
close to the full CI limit for closed-shell species.48 D1 is a similar
diagnostic to T1, but it has been specifically designed for open-
shell species; however, it generally shows a very strong
correlation with T1.58 Many of the T1 diagnostics for the
structures on the PES in Figure 1 are larger than 0.02. This
fact, alongside the large values of <S2> for the UHF calculations,
suggests that multireference effects for many of the structures
on this PES may be important.44 For those stationary point
geometries where <S2> is within 5% of the theoretical value,
the G3X(MP2) and G3X(MP2)-RAD energies generally agree
to within ∼2 kJ/mol. Lee suggested that the ratio, T1/D1,
provides information regarding the homogeneity of a molecular
system’s electronic structure.58 A ratio substantially smaller than
1/�2 indicates that the coupled cluster calculation is having
problems with a particular part of the molecule’s electronic
structure. For nearly all of the structures on this surface, the
T1/D1 ratio is ∼0.16 to 0.20, suggesting significant heterogene-
ity of the electronic structure, likely due to nontrivial multiref-
erence character introduced by delocalization effects in the
conjugated π system.

The multireference effects discussed above impact the exo-
thermicity of the O2 + I1 reaction to give I2-c-ax and I2-t-ax,
which is essential for understanding the experimentally inves-
tigated equilibrium of reaction R2. The I1 equilibrium observed
by Lesclaux and coworkers was attributed to I1 + O2 /
I2-t-eq.25,26 Using experimentally determined equilibrium con-
stants and a calculated value of ∆S 298

0 ) -161.5 J mol-1 K-1

(in nearly identical agreement with the corresponding values
obtained in this work), they determined ∆H 298

0 to be -52.3 kJ
mol-1, which is in good agreement with the G3X(MP2) energies
given in Table 2. Most notable in this table is the fact that the
G3X(MP2)-RAD energies differ by ∼10 kJ mol-1 from the
corresponding G3X(MP2) energies. The discrepancy appears
to arise from the difference between the ∆E(MP2) corrective
term for the adducts and for I1 + O2. This likely arises from
the fact that an accurate description of the binding energy using
a single determinant wave function requires excitations larger
than the doubles available in ROMP2. Using the DFT calcula-
ted ZPEs, a UCCSD(T)-ROHF/aug-cc-pVDZ calculation of
∆E0(0K) for I1 + O2 / I2-c-ax gives a value of -41 kJ mol-1,

Ppi(t) ) [ ∑
t

[ ∑
E

kpi(E)niE(t) dE] dt

∑
p

[ ∑
t

[ ∑
E

kpi(E)niE(t) dE] dt]]P(t) (E5)
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which lies between the G3X(MP2) and G3X(MP2)-RAD values.
The unrestricted G3X(MP2) energies are likely able to describe
some of the multireference character in the wave function of
I1 and I2-c-ax, but spin contamination in the UHF description
of I1 results in a slight overprediction.

Spin contamination deriving from state mixing that correlates
with the addition of O2

1∆g to I1 is responsible for the very
high G3X(MP2) barrier height energies of TS1-c(i), TS1-c(ii),
TS1-t, and TS1-HO2.59 For these structures, the wave function
for the G3X(MP2)-RAD UCCSD(T)-RHF calculations is far
more reliable, and the UCCSD(T) calculations are only slightly
spin contaminated. The same is true for the calculated barrier
heights of TS3-t-ax-2,6, TS3-c-ax-2,6, and TS3-HO2, which
are significant to understanding branching between phenol and
bicyclic products.

To investigate multireference effects on the calculated ener-
gies, we examined three different sets of PES stationary points
using a CASSCF wave function: (1) I2-t-ax f TS3-t-ax-2,6
f I3-t-2,6; (2) I2-c-ax f TS3-c-ax-2,6 f I3-c-2,6; and (3)
I2-c-ax f TS3-c-ax-OOH. For the first two portions of the
PES, both I2-c-ax and I2-t-ax featured a CASSCF wave
function that utilized a nine electron, nine orbital (9,9) active
space. Using the numbering scheme given in the Supporting
Information, the active space included the π and π* orbitals
deriving from the p orbitals of carbons 3-6, the σ and σ*
orbitals for the C2-O15 and O15-O16 bonds, and the
singularly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO), which localizes
the radical on O16 of the peroxy moiety. In TS3-t-ax-2,6 and
TS3-c-ax-2,6, formation of the bridged bicyclic species occurs
as the peroxy radical SOMO overlaps with the π system. As
I2-t-ax and I2-c-ax isomerize to form the respective bridged
bicyclic structures, I3-t-2,6 and I3-c-2,6, the SOMO is delo-
calized over C3 and C5 as σ and σ* orbitals are formed between
O16 and C6. The description of I2-c-ax f TS3-c-ax-OOH

utilized an (11,11) CASSCF wave function. The active space
for I2-c-ax utilized the π and π* orbitals of carbons 3-6, the
peroxy radical SOMO, and the σ and σ* orbitals for O15-O16,
C1-C2, and O12-H13. In TS3-c-ax-OOH, a nascent σ and
σ* orbital arises as the bond between O16 and H13 forms, and
the radical center migrates to O12.

Most of the CI coefficients for the CASSCF single reference
determinants have magnitudes of ∼0.9, with several other
electron configurations having CI coefficients whose absolute
value is greater than 0.1. A table of CI coefficients and the
corresponding electron configurations for I2-c-ax, TS3-c-ax-
2,6, and I3-c-2,6 is given in the Supporting Information, and
the calculated multireference energies are shown in Table 3.
Further multireference calculations were attempted to describe
I2-c-ax f TS1-c(i) f I1 + O2 and I2-t-ax f TS1-t f I1 +
O2; however, an accurate description of the energetics of this
portion of the PES requires inclusion of the lone pairs on O15
and O16, which occupy the doubly occupied degenerate πu2px

and πu2py orbitals in the separated O2 molecule (which transform
as B3u and B2u, respectively, in the D2h Abelian point group
symmetry utilized for O2 in MOLPRO). Inclusion of lone pairs
at large separations of O2 and I1 is not problematic but results
in failed convergence of the CASSCF wave function within the
addition complex. In those cases where the wave function did
converge, inspection of the natural orbitals within the addition
complex indicated that the active space was not consistent, and
the calculated energies were not accurate.

The aforementioned difficulty is a general complication that
arises in using multireference methods to describe the addition
of O2 to radicals to form a peroxy radical, that is, O2 + R · f
RO2. The degeneracy of the πu2px and πu2py orbitals in the
separated O2 molecule is lifted in the RO2 molecule, and the
lone pairs localize on each oxygen atom. Because the orbitals
containing the O2 lone pairs are strongly occupied in the addition

Figure 1. G3X(MP2)-RAD PES and structures for cis and trans addition pathways of O2 to I1. Also shown is the direct abstraction channel to give
phenol + HO2. All energies are in kJ mol-1 and are referenced to I2-c-ax.
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complex, their inclusion within the active space causes CASSCF
convergence problems. An alternative strategy to including the
lone pair orbitals within the CASSCF active space is to include
them within the reference space for a post CASSCF calculation,
such as CASPT2 or multireference configuration interaction
(MRCI).59 When the peroxy radical is small, it is straightforward
to identify the orbitals in which the lone pairs reside, and our
own unpublished results using this methodology show that
multireference calculations performed on acetylene-OH + O2

f RO2 and acetyl + O2 f RO2 give sensible energies.

However, in the case of I1 + O2 f RO2, there is significant
mixing between orbitals, and those in which the lone pairs reside
are not easy to identify, even with an expanded active space.
Because the lone pairs on O15 and O16 remain essentially
localized in all molecular geometries, the multireference results
given in Table 3 are not subject to the complications discussed
above. Therefore, the multireference energies in Table 3 agree
reasonably well with the G3X(MP2)-RAD results in Table 1.

Table 3 shows that the CASPT2 calculations give a 0 K
barrier height for I2-t-ax f TS3-t-ax-2,6 of 63.40 kJ mol-1,
which is in good agreement with the G3X(MP2)-RAD value
of 64.54 kJ mol-1 and that calculated by Raoult et al. Similarly,
the CASPT2 I2-c-axf TS3-c-ax-OOH barrier height is 84.83
kJ mol-1, which is in reasonable agreement with the G3X(MP2)-
RAD value of 91.48 kJ mol-1. For I2-c-ax f TS3-c-ax-2,6,
the CASPT2 barrier height of 48.35 kJ mol-1 is smaller than
both the G3X(MP2) RAD value of 63.57 kJ mol-1 and the value
of 57.7 kJ mol-1 calculated by Tonachini and coworkers but
larger than the value of 37.7 kJ mol-1 calculated by Raoult et

TABLE 1: G3X(MP2)-RAD and G3X(MP2) Calculated Energies (kJ mol-1, 0 K), Spin Expectation Values, and T1/Q1
Diagnostics for the Portion of the PES Where O2 Adds ortho-cis, ortho-trans, and para to OH

stationary point G3X(MP2) energy <S2>b T1c
G3X(MP2)-
RAD energy T1d D1d <S2>d

O2 + I1a 48.16 0.872 0.032 37.76 0.016 0.608 0.766
TS1-HO2 92.304 1.993 0.036 54.65 0.034 0.219 0.933

cis ortho

TS1-c(i) 82.74 1.877 0.042 48.45 0.039 0.233 0.802
TS1-c(ii) 98.00 1.961 0.039 65.20 0.044 0.282 0.876
I2-c-ax 0.00 0.752 0.023 0.00 0.025 0.156 0.751
TS2-c(eq-ax) 19.87 0.750 0.022 19.69 0.025 0.154 0.751
I2-c-eq 7.12 0.752 0.023 6.91 0.025 0.157 0.751
TS3-c-ax-2,6 72.34 1.011 0.043 63.57 0.036 0.225 0.775
TS3-c-ax-2,3 120.38 0.980 0.047 104.12 0.042 0.274 0.785
TS3-c-ax-2,4 150.14 1.007 0.057 129.00 0.037 0.213 0.774
TS3-c-ax-OOH 93.76 0.778 0.038 91.48 0.040 0.265 0.755
I3-c-ax-OOH 84.78 0.769 0.028 84.45 0.031 0.199 0.753
TS3-c-eq-OOH 110.23 0.916 0.059 176.93 0.079 0.549 0.755
I3-c-eq-OOH 97.13 0.912 0.050 139.71 0.044 0.297 0.753
I3-c-2,6 -43.028 0.759 0.024 -48.87 0.014 0.048 0.752
TS4-c 63.56 1.392 0.044 25.01 0.042 0.249 0.805

trans ortho

TS1-t 89.35 1.891 0.041 54.54 0.039 0.231 0.819
I2-t-ax 4.50 0.752 0.023 4.44 0.025 0.147 0.751
TS2-t(eq-ax) 5.31 0.750 0.023 5.23 0.025 0.148 0.751
I2-t-eq -4.89 0.752 0.023 -5.04 0.025 0.153 0.751
TS3-HO2 96.388 1.800 0.042 58.50 0.049 0.325 0.775
TS3-t-ax-2,6 78.43 0.951 0.046 68.98 0.030 0.175 0.763
TS3-t-ax-2,3 118.73 0.980 0.046 104.75 0.040 0.255 0.782
TS3-t-ax-2,4 156.86 0.983 0.061 134.45 0.036 0.205 0.774
TS3-t-eq-OOH 99.67 0.751 0.046 101.80 0.080 0.545 0.760
I3-t-eq-OOH 87.08 0.936 0.051 81.44 0.038 0.250 0.755
I3-t-2,6 -28.604 0.759 0.024 -34.56 0.015 0.055 0.757

para

TS1-t-p 71.38 1.842 0.040 40.78 0.038 0.228 0.836
TS1-c-p 67.24 1.851 0.040 37.04 0.039 0.242 0.837
I2-t-p -1.03 0.752 0.025 4.09 0.024 0.139 0.751
I2-c-p -2.87 0.752 0.028 7.25 0.024 0.140 0.751

a Q1, T1, and <S2> expectation values are for I1. For O2, these values were not problematic. b Expectation value of the spin operator of the
UHF/6-31G(d) reference wave function (used in the UQCISD(T) calculation) after annihilation of the major spin contaminant and correction to
first order. c Obtained from UQCISD(T) calculation. d Obtained from RCCSD(T) calculation.

Figure 2. Results of a relaxed UB3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) torsional scan
about the O16-O15-C2-C3 dihedral angle for ortho-cis addition of
O2 to I1. See the Supporting Information for the atom labeling scheme.
Both TS1-c(i) and TS1-c(ii) are shown.

TABLE 2: Calculated Values of ∆E (0 K) and ∆H0 (298 K)
for I2-c-ax, I2-c-eq, I2-t-ax, and I2-t-eq, Referenced to I1 +
O2 in Units of kJ mol-1

stationary
point I2-c-ax I2-c-eq I2-t-ax I2-t-eq

G3X(MP2) ∆E (0 K) -48.16 -41.04 -43.66 -53.05
∆H0 (298 K) -51.73 -44.16 -46.42 -56.61

G3X(MP2)-RAD ∆E (0 K) -37.76 -30.85 -33.32 -42.80
∆H0 (298 K) -41.33 -33.97 -36.09 -46.36
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al. As discussed by Raoult et al., the fact that the barrier to
forming the (2,6) ring is smaller for RO2(cis) than RO2(trans)
is likely due to stabilization by hydrogen bonding type interac-
tions that occur only in the cis geometry. The increased CASPT2
stabilization of I3-c-2,6 and I3-t-2,6 compared with their
G3X(MP2)-RAD energies is likely due to effects resulting from
delocalization of the lone electron over the π system, for which
the multireference calculations provide a better description.

II. Master Equation Calculations. Despite the potential
sources of error discussed above, a qualitative description of
the significant features for describing the initial steps of benzene-
OH + O2 does emerge from these calculations: after OH adds
to benzene, there are four possible O2 addition paths. The
barriers to para addition are very small, but there are no other
energetically accessible reaction paths available to the para
adducts other than redissociation to I1 + O2. For ortho addition,
the cis transition state is lower in energy than that for the trans
addition. For cis RO2, isomerization to form the bridged bicyclic
species is the route with the lowest TS energy. For the trans
RO2, dissociation to form phenol + HO2 is the path with the
lowest TS energy. Additionally, O2 may abstract a hydrogen
from I1 to give HO2 + phenol. Paths leading to 2-3 and 2-4
rings, as well as those involving H transfer to give OOH species,
are insignificant with respect to the other reaction pathways in
Figure 1.

The published experimental kinetic investigations of this
system observe the decay kinetics of the benzene-OH adduct,
I1, to obtain the equilibrium constant for ·C6H6-OH + O2 /
·RO2. The mechanisms utilized by Grebenkin and Krasnop-
erov27 as well as Bohn and Zetzsch22 to explain their experi-
mental data do not distinguish between the cis and trans isomers
of ·RO2. Only Raoult et al. suggested that the observed
equilibrium exclusively involved the trans isomer, citing its
greater stability and smaller barrier height for formation. Our
calculations similarly indicate that the trans isomer, I2-t-eq, is
more stable than I2-c-ax; however, as discussed above, we
assign a smaller barrier to the formation of RO2(cis). Further-
more, our calculations suggest two channels for phenol + HO2

formation: (1) a concerted HO2 elimination from RO2(trans) via
TS3-HO2, and (2) a direct abstraction from I1 via TS1-HO2.
The relative significance of both of these channels is discussed
below.

In our previously published work,52,60,61 the mean absolute
deviations20 of the composite G3X methods have been used as
error limits for adjusting calculated energies to perform sensitiv-
ity analyses with respect to kinetics data, and we have performed
a similar analysis in this article. To make the ME calculations

less expensive, we made three simplifications to the PES shown
in Figure 1: (1) Using the G3X(MP2)-RAD data, the forward
and reverse TST unimolecular rate constants for I2-c-ax / I2-
c-eq are greater than 108 s-1, with >90% of the RO2(ortho cis)
existing as I2-c-ax at equilibrium. Similarly, the forward and
reverse TST rate constants for I2-t-ax / I2-t-eq are greater
than 1010 s-1, with >95% of the RO2(trans) in I2-t-eq. According
to the ME analysis discussed below, the I2-c-ax / I2-c-eq and
I2-t-ax / I2-t-eq equilibria are orders of magnitude faster than
the unimolecular reaction rate coefficients for other reaction
paths available to these species. Therefore, to a good ap-
proximation, the species profiles in the cis and trans RO2 isomers
should be dominated by I2-c-ax and I2-t-eq, with negligible
contributions from I2-t-ax and I2-c-eq, respectively. Over the
temperature range we are investigating, we have confirmed that
this approximation gives results that are essentially identical to
those obtained by explicitly representing I2-c-ax, I2-c-eq, I2-
t-ax, and I2-t-eq. However, this approximation may not be valid
in high-energy nonthermal regimes. (2) Under atmospheric
conditions, ME simulations show that the formation of I3-t-
2,6 is trivial and does not compete with the formation of phenol
+ HO2 via TS3-HO2. Therefore, we did not examine this barrier
height in the sensitivity analysis. (3) The k(E) values for I3-c-
2,6 going to I2-c-ax are several orders of magnitude smaller
than those for the reaction via TS4-c. Test ME calculations show
that the I1 decay kinetics are not sensitive to the kinetics
via TS4-c. Therefore, it is an excellent approximation to assume
that once the RO2 isomers cross TS3-t-ax-2,6, they will not
return; that is, the crossing of these transition states may be
treated as a sink.

With these simplifications, simulation of the dynamics over
the PES shown in Figure 1 may be represented by a 1D ME
simulation with four isomer wells (I2-c-ax, I2-t-eq, I2-c-p, and
I2-t-p), a source term, and four sinks leading to product
formation (loss via TS1-HO2, TS3HO2, TS3-t-ax-2,6, and TS3-
c-ax-2,6).

The last row of M in eq E2 is a bimolecular source term,
which reflects the pseudo-first-order rate at which the four
different I2 isomers are microcanonically populated by I1 +
O2, which are assumed to be thermalized. We determined the
time-dependent species profile for I1 by extracting from M the
solution to the source term differential equation. For I2-c-ax,
I2-t-eq, I2-p-c, and I2-p-t, we determined the time-dependent
species populations by summing the time-dependent grain
populations for all grains corresponding to each isomer. Time-
dependent product concentration profiles for products formed
via TS1-HO2, TS3-HO2, TS3-c-ax-2,6, and TS3-t-ax-2,6 were
determined according to eq E5.

For this system, which contains four wells, a source term,
and three product channels, a total of 40 phenomenological rates
coefficients emerge from the eigenvalue-eigenvector analysis:
20 describe forward and reverse interconversion between the
wells and source, and 20 describe rate coefficients from the wells
and source to the available product channels. Many of the rate
coefficients are small, and as discussed in the Supporting
Information, the kinetics of the system may be well ap-
proximated using 11 rate coefficients: forward and reverse rate
coefficients via TS1-t, TS1-c(i), TS1-t-p, and TS1-c-p as well
as forward rate coefficients via TS3HO2, TS1HO2, and TS3-
c-ax-2,6.

Using the average of the G3X(MP2) and G3X(MP2)-RAD
energies for I1 + O2 (43 kJ mol-1), Figure 3 shows the ME-
calculated I1 profile without adjustments to the stationary point
energies described in the sensitivity analysis below. This plot

TABLE 3: Multireference Results for Three Different
Portions of the 0 K PES Discussed Abovea

PES
path

stationary
point

CASSCF E0 + G3X
EZPE/kJ mol-1

CASPT2 E0 + G3X
EZPE/kJ mol-1

1 I2-c-ax 0.00b 0.00c

TS3-c-ax-2,6 65.20b 48.35c

I3-c-2,6 -39.09b -57.48c

2 I2-t-ax 5.94b 8.56c

TS3-t-ax-2,6 84.90b 71.96c

I3-t-2,6 -25.13b -42.70c

3 I2-c-ax 0.00d 0.00e

TS3-c-ax-OOH 128.90d 84.83e

a Energies shown have been corrected using the G3X zero-point
energy (ZPE). b Referenced to CASSCF(9,9) I2-c-ax energy. c Refer-
enced to CASPT2(9,9) I2-c-ax energy. d Referenced to CASSCF-
(11,11) I2-c-ax energy. e Referenced to CASPT2(11,11) I2-c-ax en-
ergy.
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shows the very fast initial decay of I1 as the equilibrium with
I2-c-ax, I2-t-p, and I2-c-p is established. The longer time decay
occurs as equilibrium with I2-t-eq is established, and I1 reacts
irreversibly with O2 to give phenol + HO2 via TS1-HO2.
Therefore, there are multiple time scales for I1 decay. Because
Raoult et al. calculated a large barrier for TS1-c and did not
consider para addition channels of O2 to I1, they interpreted
their experimental I1 decay trace utilizing a biexponential kinetic
model that includes only the two slowest decay time scales.
This fact complicates a comparison of our multiexponential ME
I1 decay traces with the experimental biexponential decay traces.
Therefore, we have reinterpreted the experimental data by
assuming that the three fastest decay time scales of I1 are faster
than the experimental time scales. The mathematical details of
our kinetic reinterpretation and a comparison of our analysis
with previous analyses is given in the Supporting Information.
It needs to be emphasized that experimental observation of the
multiple time scale decay may be apparent as a different [I1]
in the presence varying [O2]; however, the difference would be
subtle: no more than 10-20%, considering the sources of error
in these calculations.

Given the previously discussed uncertainties in the calculated
PES energies, we have conducted a sensitivity analysis,
minimizing �2 to obtain the best fit of the ME-derived decay
profile for I1 to the reinterpreted experimental data. The
stationary point energies examined in our sensitivity analysis
are those with large <S2>, T1, and D1 values and for which
multireference results were not available for reasons discussed
above. The energy of I1 was varied between its G3X(MP2)
and G3X(MP2)-RAD values. The energies of TS1-HO2, TS1-
c(i), and TS3-HO2 were varied within their G3X(MP2)-RAD
uncertainty limits ((5 kJ mol-1). The fact that TS1-c(i) and
TS1-t have <S2>, T1, and D1 values that are nearly identical
suggests that whereas their absolute energies are in error, there
should be little relative error for these two geometries. Therefore,
the energy of TS1-t was constrained to be 5 kJ mol-1 larger
than the energy of TS1-c(i) on the basis of the result of the
present calculations and in broad agreement with the calculations
of Ghigo and Tonachini.32 All energies were adjusted in steps
of 1 kJ mol-1 such that the sensitivity analysis required more
than 1500 ME calculations.

Given their relatively small <S2>, T1, and D1 values, the
energies of I3-c-ax, I3-t-eq, I2-t-p, and I2-c-p were unadjusted
and set as the average of their G3X(MP2) and G3X(MP2)-RAD
energies. The rates through TS1-t-p andTS1-c-p are fast, even

with their large multireference diagnostics. Because their
energies do not have a significant effect on the I1 decay on the
experimental time scale, they were unadjusted. The threshold
energies of TS3-t-ax-2,6 and TS3-c-ax-2,6 were fixed to their
CASPT2 values.

Figure 3 shows the fit between the reinterpreted experimental
and ME calculated I1 decays, Table 4 gives the energies at the
global �2 minimum, Figure 4 shows the sensitivity of the �2

minimum with respect to the stationary point energies, and Table
5 gives the phenomenological rate coefficients obtained from
Bartis-Widom eigenvalue-eigenvector analysis of the ME
results. As can be seen from the plots, the I1 + O2 energy
minima are well-defined at 44 kJ mol-1, which is in reasonable
agreement with the previously discussed UCCSD(T)-ROHF/
aug-cc-pVDZ value of 41 kJ mol-1. Additionally, an energy of
44 kJ mol-1 for I1 + O2 gives a ∆H0(298 K) for I1 + O2 /
I2-t-eq of -52.56 kJ mol-1, which is in good agreement with

Figure 3. I1 decay traces at 8 and 150 torr O2. The dashed lines are
from unadjusted ME calculations. The solid black and blue lines are
the time-dependent profile of I1 at the ME �2 minimum. 3 and O
correspond to the reinterpreted experimental data of Raoult et al. at
both pressures.

TABLE 4: Energy Ranges and �2 Minimum Values from
the Sensitivity Analysisa

stationary
point

lower
bound

upper
bound

�2 minimum
value

I1 + O2 37.76 48.16 44.00
TS1-c(i) 43.45 48.45 44.50
TS1-HO2 51.65 56.65 55.65
TS3-HO2 53.50 58.50 58.50

a All of the parameters are energies at 0 K in units of kJ mol-1

referenced to I2-c-ax.

Figure 4. Sensitivity of �2 to stationary point energies at the global
minimum.

TABLE 5: 298 K, 760 Torr Rate Coefficients Obtained
from Bartis-Widom Eigenvalue-Eigenvector Analysis at
the �2 Minimuma

reaction rate coefficient

I1 + O2f I2-c-ax 2.80 × 10-15

I2-c-axf I1 + O2 9.76 × 104

I1 + O2f I2-t-eq 8.4 × 10-16

I2-t-eqf I1 + O2 2.75 × 103

I1 + O2f I2-t-p 2.61 × 10-14

I2-t-pf I1 + O2 4.79 × 105

I1 + O2f I2-c-p 4.15 × 10-14

I2-c-pf I1 + O2 2.59 × 106

I1 + O2f phenol + HO2 1.28 × 10-16

I2-c-axf I3-c-ax-2,6 3.07 × 103

I2-t-eqf phenol + HO2 4.3 × 101

a Unimolecular rates are in units of s-1, and bimolecular rate
constants are in units of cm3 molecule-1 s-1.
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the third law determined ∆H0(298 K) value of -52.3 kJ mol-1

by Raoult et al. This observation appears to confirm that the
long time equilibrium involves I2-t-eq. The �2 minimum for
TS3-HO2 is at the limit of the search range; although, as Figure
4 shows, �2 is not very sensitive to this value.

Figure 5 shows the time-dependent profiles of significant
species included in our ME calculations at the �2 minimum.
The two main products are phenol and I3-c-2,6. The ME
calculations with unadjusted stationary point energies give a
phenol yield of 0.66 with 0.05 of the phenol yield obtained via
TS3-HO2, and the other 0.61 via TS1-HO2. At the �2 minimum,
the phenol yield is 0.55, with 0.06 of the yield obtained via
TS3-HO2. Under low [NOx] conditions, the 298 K phenol yields
reported in the literature vary substantially. Atkinson et al.
reported a yield of 0.236 ( 0.044, with no dependence on
[NOx],18 Bjergbakke et al.62 reported yields of 0.25 ( 0.05, and
Berndt et al.63 reported yields of 0.23 ( 0.07 under NOx-free
conditions. In 2002, Volkamer et al.5 used both FTIR spec-
trometry and differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS)
in two different environmental chambers and reported the phenol
yield to be 0.53 ( 0.05 under low [NOx] conditions. Recently,
Berndt and Böge performed measurements using FTIR spec-
trometry in a flow tube and reported yields of 0.61 ( 0.07.30

Volkamer et al. discuss potential experimental artifacts account-
ing for the discrepancy of the higher phenol yield measurements
with the earlier measurements. Following on from the study of
Volkamer et al., Klotz et al.20 investigated the phenol yield as
a function of [NOx] and reported a phenol yield under zero [NOx]
conditions of 0.55 ( 0.05, which decreases to <0.05 when [NOx]
is as large as 2.25 × 1014 molecule cm-3. The calculated phenol
yield in this work is in agreement with the most recent
experimental studies of Volkamer et al.,5 Klotz et al.,20 and
Berndt and Böge.30 Our calculations thus provide a theoretical
basis for the experimentally observed high phenol yields.

Finally, we note that the phenomenological rate coefficients
abstracted from our ME calculations indicate that the system is
not at the high-pressure limit at 760 torr. Figure 6 shows several
of the important phenomenological rate coefficients in this
system as a function of pressure using stationary point energies
at the �2 minimum. All of the reactions shown are still in the
falloff at 760 torr. The pressure effect on the rate of I1 f I3-
c-2,6, which occurs without any intermediate stabilization in
I2-c-ax, is particularly interesting. At the high-pressure limit,
this rate coefficient goes to zero, the I2-c-ax f I3-c-2,6 rate
coefficient increases, and all of the I3-c-2,6 is formed by
isomerization from thermalized I2-c-ax. At atmospheric pres-

sure, a small fraction of the I3-c-2,6 is formed by this direct
channel. In this system, the differences between most of the
TST high-pressure limiting rate coefficients and the rate
coefficients determined from a 760 torr ME are not greater than
10-20%. While this is not a dramatic effect, Figure 6 suggests
that canonical TST (even at atmospheric pressure) will result
in a small systematic overestimation of the rate coefficients.
The significance of both direct and indirect kinetics is recognized
in combustions systems,64 but previous theoretical work on
atmospheric aromatic oxidation has been oriented toward the
calculation of free energy surfaces and TST rate coefficients,
both of which imply that the system is at its high-pressure limit,
and Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics are applicable to all regions
of the PES.

III. Fate of the Bicyclic Radical. The later stages of benzene
oxidation, which give glyoxal, are of considerable interest and
are not well understood. The discussion above suggests that the
fraction of benzene-OH that is not converted to phenol + HO2

forms a bicyclic radical, I3-c-2,6. Following from this conclu-
sion, we investigated subsequent channels regarding the fate of
I3-c-2,6. Ghigo and Tonachini have presented the most thorough
investigation of PES channels leading to the formation of
unsaturated dialdehydes in benzene oxidation.33 One of the
channels to glyoxal formation proposed by these workers begins
through reaction of the peroxy radical, I2-c-ax or I2-t-eq, with
NO. 33 As discussed in the introduction and reaffirmed by the
rate coefficients given in Table 5, I2-c-ax has a lifetime that is
too short to react with NO under typical atmospheric concentra-
tions. Competition between unimolecular reactions of I2-t-eq
and its reaction with NO is only possible with [NO] higher than
that which generally occurs in the atmosphere, making this
channel unlikely to be important under typical atmospheric
conditions. Therefore, likely routes to glyoxal formation concern
the fate of I3-c-2,6.

In agreement with the work of Ghigo and Tonachini, we
identified two possible reactions of I3-c-2,6 using the G3X(MP2)-
RAD model chemistry. The results are given in Table 6, and
shown in Figure 7: I3-c-2,6 may react with O2 via TS4-c(+O2)
to give I4-c(peroxy), or it may isomerize to give an epoxide,
I4-c(epoxide). The G3X(MP2)-RAD calculations for both TS4-
c(+O2) and TS4-c are considerably spin contaminated. The
origin of the spin contamination in TS4-c(+O2) is similar to
that previously discussed for TS1-c and TS1-t, deriving from

Figure 5. Time-dependent species profiles at the global minimum:
150 torr O2, 298 K.

Figure 6. Phenomenological rates as a function of pressure for several
reactions modeled in the ME: I2-t-eq f phenol + HO2; I1 f I3-c-
2,6; I2-c-ax f I3-c-2,6; I1 f I2-c-ax; I1 f I2-t-eq; I2-c-ax f I1;
and I2-t-eqf I1. All rate coefficients are first order except those which
involve I1, in which case they are pseudo first order with [O2] ) 5 ×
1018 molecule cm-3.
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mixing with the 1∆ state of O2, and the calculated G3X(MP2)-
RAD energy for TS4-c(+O2) is likely an overestimate. For TS4-
c, there is a low-lying quartet state, and our calculations show
a diradical plateau region of the PES similar to those recently
reviewed by Carpenter.65 Figure 8 shows the results of a relaxed
PES scan along the O-O bond in I3-c-2,6 at the CASSCF(9,9)/
cc-pVDZ model chemistry for both the lowest doublet and
quartet states. Using the CASSCF model chemisty, we located
a conical intersection at an O-O bond length of 3.01 Å with
an energy 92 kJ mol-1 above the bottom of the doublet I3-c-
2,6 well. At the CASPT2 model chemistry, the conical intersec-
tion is ∼104 kJ mol-1 above the bottom of the doublet I3-c-
2,6 well. Passage through the conical intersection is likely
insignificant in the atmosphere, given that it is ∼18-30 kJ mol-1

higher in energy than TS4-c; nevertheless, it is low lying enough
to affect the accuracy of the energy calculated for TS4-c.

To assess the relative importance of O2 addition to I3-c-2,6
versus isomerization to I4-c(epoxide), we ran ME simulations
identical to those described above but included two additional
wells: I3-c-2,6 and I4-c(epoxide). Using the energies in Table
6, the TST rate coefficient for I3-c-2,6 + O2 via the G3X(MP2)
barrier for TS4-c(+O2) is 8.31 × 10-16 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.
With atmospheric [O2] ) 4.92 × 1018, the pseudo-first-order
rate constant for the addition of O2 to I3-c-2,6 is ∼4090 s-1,
whereas the TST rate coefficient for I3-c-2,6 f I4-c(epoxide)
via TS4c is ∼1.0 s-1. Therefore, a significant yield of the
epoxide is only possible if there is a prompt formation channel;
i.e., if it is formed directly from I2-c-ax without any intermediate
stabilization in I3-c-2,6. Our ME calculations show the yield
of epoxide to be ∼1% via the prompt channel under atmospheric
conditions. If the TS4-c barrier is lowered by 5 kJ mol-1, then
the I3-c-2,6f I4-c(epoxide) channel remains unimportant, but
the prompt epoxide yield increases to ∼0.04. We were unable
to locate a TS using the multireference methodology described
for the structures in Table 3 and Figure 1; however, single-
point CASPT2//CASSCF(9,9)/cc-pVDZ energy calculations on
the G3X(MP2)-RAD geometries for both I3-c-2,6 and TS4-c
showed that the calculated TS4-c barrier height agreed with
the G3X(MP2)-RAD barrier height within 2 kJ mol-1. On the
basis of these calculations, we cannot entirely rule out the
formation of epoxides in benzene oxidation at atmospheric
pressures, but the yields are likely small (i.e., less than 0.04 of
the total product yield), and will be pressure dependent. At zero
pressure, prompt formation of the epoxide will dominate any
intermediate stabilization of I3-c-2,6.

Conclusions

In this article, we have calculated a very detailed PES for
the initial stages of atmospheric benzene oxidation, reinterpreted
the experimental I1 decays, modeled them with the ME, and
performed a sensitivity analysis within the uncertainty limits
of the electronic structure theory calculations. This work offers
a quantitative rationalization for the formation of bicyclic peroxy
radicals. This study shows the complexity of the benzene
oxidation PES at a level of detail not available in previous
studies: besides the number of isomers and reaction paths
available, the accuracy of single reference spin unrestricted
electronic structure theory methods suffers spin contamination
from state mixing, and higher level methods are necessary.

In addition to the direct abstraction channel to give phenol
+ HO2, there are four addition paths for O2 to I1 so that the
ME calculations show a multiexponential I1 decay trace. For
each isomer, only certain reaction paths are permitted: I2-c-ax
readily undergoes cyclization to give a bridged bicyclic species,
whereas I2-t-eq may undergo a concerted elimination via I2-
t-ax to yield HO2 + phenol. The results are consistent with the
highphenolyieldsreportedinrecentexperimentalinvestigations5,20,30

and offer a potential route to glyoxal formation through the
bicyclic species. They also suggest that some of the HO2 +
phenol may be formed via a concerted elimination channel of
HO2 from I2-t-eq, which is a mechanistic feature that is
compatible with experimental evidence showing decreasing
phenol yields with increasing [NOx].20 Assuming that I2-t-eq
+ NO has a 298 K rate constant of (1.1 ( 0.4) × 10-11 cm3

molecule-1 s-1,22 then the I2-t-eq + NO pseudo-first-order rate
constant is ∼270 s-1 with 1 ppm NO, which is competitive with
the rate of I2-t-eq f phenol + HO2 given in Table 5. Recent
experimental evidence also indicates that I1 may react with NO2

TABLE 6: G3X(MP2)-RAD 0K Energies for the Reaction
Paths Available to I3-c-2,6: Isomerization to I4-c(peroxy)
and Addition of O2

a

path
stationary

point
G3X(MP2)-

RAD T1 D1 <S2>

O2 addition O2 + I3-c-2,6 0.00 0.0255 0.1555 0.751
TS4-c(+O2) 10.07 0.0409 0.2834 0.984
I4-c(peroxy) -68.55 0.0226 0.1415 0.751

isomerization I3-c-2,6 0.00 0.0255 0.1555 0.751
TS4-c 73.87 0.0369 0.2331 0.756
I4-c(peroxide) -59.05 0.0171 0.0851 0.751

a For each path, the energy is in kJ mol-1, and referenced to the
reactants - either I3-c-2,6 or O2 + I3-c-2,6. The T1, D1, and <S2>
values are obtained as described previously in Table 1.

Figure 7. G3X(MP2)-RAD 0K PES diagram for the reaction paths
available to I3-c-2,6: isomerization to I4-c(peroxy), and addition
of O2.

Figure 8. Results of a CASSF(9,9)/cc-pVDZ relaxed PES scan across
the O-O bond in I3-c-2,6 showing the energy of the doublet and quartet
state at each scan geometry.
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under high [NO2] conditions, potentially affecting phenol
yields.15 Further modeling studies with chamber data sets at
varying [NO] and [NO2] may help to elucidate the relative
significance of phenol formation routes via both the direct
abstraction and concerted elimination channels.

Similar to the conclusions of Molina and coworkers in their
theoretical examination of toluene oxidation,41 our calculations
suggest that the yield of epoxides under atmospheric conditions
is small, although our calculated barriers show this channel to
be more kinetically facile than their calculations. Therefore, it
is likely that routes to glyoxal formation primarily concern the
fate of I3-c-2,6. The glyoxal yields for benzene oxidation have
been measured by Volkamer et al.29 to be 0.352 ( 0.096, which
broadly agrees with the I3-c-2,6 yield calculated in this work
of 0.45. The mechanism proposed in this work may serve to
focus future theoretical investigations of both benzene and
toluene oxidation. In both cases, routes to glyoxal formation
appear to concern the fate of the bicyclic peroxy radicals, and
further theoretical studies are needed. Further experimental work
is also required: photolytic generation of I1 and its subsequent
measurement with fast time resolution may reveal the multi-
exponential decay indicated by our ME calculations. Time-
resolved measurements of other products, such as HO2 and
phenol, would also offer further constraints for rationalizing the
mechanism.

Finally, we have shown that canonical TST may not be
appropriate for obtaining a quantitative understanding of the
dynamics that occur on the benzene oxidation PES because the
reactive time scales are competitive with collisional deactivation
time scales.
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